Please complete this form and put it in the basket outside of the
Computer Lab no later than
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8th in the AM
No applications will be accepted NOON on SEPTEMBER 8th Because
Jobs are limited, I will only be accepting the first 8 COMPLETED
applications
First Name_____________ Last Name_____________TEACHER _______

Below are possible jobs for the Crissman Morning news. Please
understand that THERE WILL BE TRYOUTS
FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO BE A NEWS ANCHOR!!! NEWS ANCHORS
NEED TO BE ABLE TO READ/SPEAK CLEARY AND BE ABLE TO
PRONOUNCE NEW WORDS QUICKLY
Camera Crew: You will be setting up the camera and/or filming the actual news. You may also be asked to film school
functions
Producer: You will be overseeing the entire production of Morning announcements. You must be able to give directions
and lead a group of students.
News Anchors: You will be reading the Morning announcements to the school. You must be able to speak LOUD,
SLOWLY & CLEARLY. You must be able to pronounce some difficult words at times. THERE WILL BE TRYOUTS FOR
THIS POSITION.
News Assistant: You will have to look up daily weather, sports scores, birthdays and lunch schedule and type that news
on the powerpoint for the anchors to read BEFORE the broadcast.
Various Computer Assitance: You may help with other computer issues that arise.

Please read below and put your initials in the box if you understand.
I understand that being a part of the Crissman Broadcast Crew means that I cannot participate in the Safety and Service Squad jobs. I
WILL NOT HAVE SAFETY JOBS OUTSIDE THE MEDIA CENTER.
I understand that being a part of Crissman Broadcast Team is still a very important role at Crissman Elementary. I understand that
there may be jobs at times that I do not like or want to do, but I will always perform my personal best on the dates I am assigned a
duty. I will serve Crissman to the best of my ability as a positive role model.
I understand that I cannot remain a on the broadcast crew if my grades are dropping or I have missing work. I also cannot remain a
broadcast crew helper if my behavior is unacceptable.

Your Signature

Parent’s Signature

Please write a paragraph telling why you would be a good fit for the
BRAODCAST CREW.

